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Fresh economic thinking for business
Reconciling the productivity puzzle and fiscal budget
Ahead of Philip Hammond’s November 22nd budget, the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) has
anticipated reducing its assumption for productivity growth over the next five years. This move is
largely in response to the continued divergence between forecasted growth and outturn. Such a
downgrade risks undermining the chancellor’s economic goals and flexibility with the budget. In this
article, SRM Economics’ Niki Etebari seeks to explore UK productivity growth and its implications
in the context of the upcoming budget.

Introduction
Over the last decade, UK productivity growth has
experienced a period of decline and sustained
stagnation in what is referred to as the
productivity puzzle.
In its October Forecast and evaluation report, the
OBR signaled that it is set to “revise down [its]
assumption for trend or sustainable productivity
growth over the next five years in its forthcoming
Economic and fiscal outlook in November” after
consistently over-estimating British productivity
forecasts.1 As the UK’s fiscal ‘watch dog’, the
OBR's forecasts are of significant influence in
policy decisions and provide an important
“benchmark against which to judge...new
economic and fiscal data.”2
The downgrade is expected to wipe clean a
significant portion of the chancellors’ estimated
£26bn buffer that had been set aside to navigate
the country through Brexit, with officials and the
press referring to the current situation as a
‘bloodbath’ in public finances.
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With mounting pressure to increase public
spending amidst a rigid fiscal framework focused
on balancing the books by the next decade, the
chancellor faces a significant challenge in
reconciling the country’s conflicting economic
objectives.

Productivity theory and policy
Productivity is the key driver for sustainable
economic growth and a cornerstone of economic
policy. From a policy standpoint, productivity
growth is essentially tied to tax receipts (through
profits and wage growth) and thus the deficit such that slower productivity growth forecasts
limit potential deficit reductions and flexibility
with public finances.
Productivity theory is rooted in in the relationship
between output and factor inputs and provides
the foundation for conceptualizing economic
growth.3
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Economic growth can be analyzed from changes in
living standards, and measured empirically by GDP
per capita. Under this measurement, growth
either occurs as a result of higher employment (or
hours worked) or higher productivity. Given the
limitations on growth of labour inputs in an
economy, productivity remains as the primary
route to long term growth.4

Figure 1: OBR forecasts (Nov. 2016) for economic growth, the
8
deficit and debt under three productivity scenarios

While there continues to be considerable debate
on the theoretical background and conceptual
framework for measuring productivity, the most
widely used framework is growth accounting,
based on the ‘neoclassical’ approach.
The growth accounting framework is built upon
the theory of production and a set of assumptions
such that the sources of growth can be attributed
to the contributions of growth in Total Factor
Productivity and the growth in factor inputs
(labour and capital stock), weighted for their
respective shares of output.5 Essentially, in the
long-term, it is technological advancement (TFP)
that drives sustainable growth, as factor inputs
are subject to diminishing marginal returns.
While the growth accounting framework is limited
in scope, often oversimplified, and not explicitly
applied to institutional UK productivity measures,
it is an important mechanism for analyzing the
proximate sources of growth and informing policy
debate.
In the context of the UK budget, “HM Treasury
uses assessments of trends in productivity growth
to estimate future economic output, employment,
and the capacity of the economy to support
government spending.”6 The Government’s
productivity framework focuses on labour
productivity (output per worker or hours worked)
as a broad measure and identifies investment,
innovation, skills, enterprise, and competition as
the drivers of productivity performance, and thus
policy targets.7
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The above figure broadly highlights the effects of
the anticipated downgrade in productivity
forecasts. In its March 2017 forecast, the OBR
assumed the central scenario (in line with past
forecasts) such that the trend in productivity
growth would rise to 1.8% in 2021. This scenario
corresponded with a growth in GDP of 2.0% by
2021/22, in line with the pre-crisis trend, and a
net public sector borrowing of £17.2bn.
If the OBR downgrades its forecast in line with a
weak productivity scenario of 0.8% productivity
growth per year, the impact is particularly
pronounced, with public sector borrowing more
than triple that of the central scenario.9
Over the last two years, government policy has
increasingly targeted productivity growth with
strategies such as the Government’s productivity
plan in 2015, the creation of the National
Productivity Investment Fund in 2016, and PM
May’s focus on building a “strong industrial
strategy”.10 While productivity has remained weak
in the months since, the effects of these targeted
policies in relieving the UK’s productivity woes will
become increasingly evident over the coming
years.
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Productivity trends
As the first industrial nation, the UK witnessed a
period of rapid economic growth leading up to the
20th century, driven by increased productivity
performance.

debate in what has been dubbed as the UK
productivity puzzle.
Figure 2: UK Productivity, 1997 (Jan.-Mar.) to 2015 (Jan.16
Mar.)

By the mid-twentieth century; however, the UK’s
relative productivity performance had significantly
declined as its neighbors both in Europe and
abroad played ‘catch-up’.11
The post-war era marked an acute period of
relative economic decline for the UK vis-à-vis its
continental rivals; by 1973 the UK had “been
overtaken by seven other countries in terms of
real GDP per person and by nine others in terms
of labour productivity.”12
While the US took the baton for productivity
leadership and Europe experienced a ‘golden age’
of economic growth, the UK had difficulties in
adjusting to the “new forms of technology and
organization” led by the Americans.13

Today, productivity growth is continuously wellbelow its pre-crisis trend and institutional
forecasts. Had productivity recovered to the pre2007 trend, it would be 16% higher than the
current outturn.

It was not until the last three decades of the 20th
century that relative UK productivity growth had
once again picked up, with the introduction of
new, more flexible forms of production. The UK’s
productivity gap continued to narrow through the
turn of the century and early 2000s with UK GDP
per hour worked growing at an average rate of 2%
per annum.14 This sustained period of growth was
largely driven by “a rapid rate of growth in TFP,
ICT-capital deepening and increases in skill
levels.”15

In an international context, UK productivity
continues to fall short vis-à-vis the rest of the G7.

With the onset of the global financial crisis in
2008, the UK once again embarked on a period of
weak productivity performance. While the initial
fall during the recession is neither surprising nor a
UK-specific phenomenon, the largely unexplained
stagnation in productivity over the recovery
period has perplexed economist and sparked
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Figure 3: GDP per hour worked, G7 countries (2015-16)

While UK productivity outperformed that of Japan
and Canada, it was 15.1% lower than the rest of
the G7 in 2016 - whereas only a decade earlier the
productivity gap had stood at around 4
percentage points.18
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While the UK does perform poorly in an
international context, it is important to note that
it does have a “a higher share if its working-age
population in employment” than Italy, France, and
the US”.19 This could potentially explain lower
productivity growth if labour substituted for
capital investments.
From a sectoral perspective, labour productivity
varies across industries. Prior to the crisis,
effectively “all sectors [were] making a positive
contribution to productivity growth” with the
strongest being in manufacturing, information and
communication and financial services (all of which
experienced annual growth of over 4%).20
In the post-crisis period, productivity has broadly
declined in all sectors but continues to vary
substantially across industries, with the most
productive “located in production-mining and
quarrying, water transport, and pharmaceutical
manufacturing- and in industries that account for
a relatively small share of total hours.”21
Figure 4: Output per hour by industry (excluding real estate)
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Quarter 2 (Apr to June) 2017

Services overwhelmingly fall below the average,
with the exception of financial services, excl.
insurance, (industry 64), and legal and accounting
activities (industry 69) which each have above
average productivity. 23
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Analysis – a tale of two theories
While there is much debate on the factors
contributing to the UK’s persistently weak
productivity performance, there is little
consensus.
Despite economic recovery over the decade since
the financial crisis, UK productivity continues to
fall substantially short of forecasts and the precrisis trend with seemingly no concrete
explanation. The majority of the analysis and
literature on the topic tends to focus on cyclical
versus structural elements; increasingly however,
the arguments have leaned toward suggesting a
greater emphasis on the structural factors.
During the “initial phases of the recession,”
cyclical factors were thought to account for much
of the decline as “companies…acted flexibly by
holding on to labour and lowering levels of factor
utilisation in response to weak demand
conditions.”24
With an economy that has broadly recovered in
recent years, the “protracted weakness in
productivity and the strength in employment
growth” have served to instead emphasise the
contributions of more persistent, structural
factors related to reduced capital investment and
impaired resource allocation.25
A third, though less significant, theory relates to
the perception that official statistics may
underestimate productivity growth by as much as
“0.5 percentage points per year as a result of
failure to capture elements of the digital
economy.”26 Whilst mismeasurement is broadly
considered a factor, it is unlikely to account for a
significant portion of the puzzle.

Conclusions- the new normal?
Productivity growth is expected to take centrestage this month as expected weak forecasts
hinder the chancellor’s flexibility with the
November budget. In an era characterised by high
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employment and low GDP growth, restoring
productivity growth remains “the central longterm economic challenge facing the UK.”27
Low potential productivity growth implies the
economy has less room to grow unless labour
increases. With unemployment levels at an all
time low (4.3%) and a political climate increasingly
opposed to immigration, labour growth seems an
unlikely route to future growth.28
After seven years of optimistic forecasts for UK
productivity growth, the OBR is poised to take on
a more pessimistic view in its upcoming report
alongside the release of the budget.
Figure 5: Successive OBR productivity forecasts (output per
29
hour)

Why now? Coming up on almost a decade since
the financial crisis, actual productivity growth has
“averaged just 0.2 percent over the past five
years” compared to an average of 2.1% in the precrisis period.30 And despite some recovery,
productivity performance has remained
persistently weak and continuously well below
forecasts. What differentiates November 2017
from previous forecasts, in particular, is the
renewed weakness witnessed over the first half of
the year and “likelihood that heightened
uncertainty will continue to weigh on
investment.”31
The question now facing both the OBR and the
chancellor is whether this new level of
productivity growth is in fact the new normal whether productivity has embarked on an era of
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secular stagnation - and how to reconcile this with
conflicting policy targets and fiscal objectives for
the future.

